Cameron’s Measurement Products and Systems

A US regional line card for a broad range of respected products that incorporate industry standards and cutting-edge technologies.
Cameron’s Measurement division designs, manufactures and distributes measurement products, solutions and systems to global oil and gas and process control industries. Our US sales offices represent and distribute a broad range of measurement products to service your needs from measurement equipment, instrumentation, line accessories, loading/unloading equipment, engineered systems, proving services and products terminal automation. Flagship products and brands include NUFLO™ meters and electronics, BARTON® DPUs and chart recorders, JISKOOT™ quality solutions, CLIF MOCK™ sampling products, CALDON® ultrasonics, LINCO™ custody transfer systems and PROCESS ANALYTICS services.
**Line Accessories**

- Cameron
  - NUFLO
    - Pilot Operated Relief Valves
- INVALCO
  - Back Pressure, 3-way Divert, Dump and Process Control Valves and Micro Valves
- ISL FLOW CONTROLS
  - Basket and Y-type Strainers
- KOFLO™
  - Inline Static Mixers
- OCV™
  - Hydraulic Control Valves

**Loading/Unloading Equipment**

- Cameron
  - LINCO
    - Grounding Devices
  - LIQUIP
    - Gas Strut Balanced Loading Arms, API Dry Break Couplers, Overfill and Ground Monitors

**Engineered Systems**
- Pipeline and terminal metering systems
- LACT units
- Truck and railcar loading and unloading systems
- Provers and proving systems
- LPG loading and unloading systems
- Tanker off-loading and barge loading systems
- ASME code vessels with national board certification
- Odorant injection systems

**Contract Meter Proving Services**
- Over 20 portable provers servicing the US

**Contract Measurement Services**
- Start-up assistance
- Training classes and seminars
- Meter calibration and witnessing
- Measurement audits
- Certified water draws

**Field and Shop Repair**
- Rebuilt/exchange PD meters
- Cameron’s GENERAL VALVE® repair
- Turbines and totalizer repair
- Back pressure valves

**Products Terminal Automation**
- Rack control and automation systems
HSE Policy Statement
At Cameron, we are committed ethically, financially and personally to a working environment where no one gets hurt and nothing gets harmed.